
(1) Watercolor tubes: (“Winsor and Newton” for best true color! “Cotman” for budgets - 
no palette needed)   — Turner Artists’ Watercolor tubes are good too. 

Winsor violet  
Ultra marine blue 
Cobalt blue  

Turquoise 
Sap green 
Naples Yellow or a bright yellow you like ! 
Cobalt orange 
Winsor Red  
Alizarin crimson  
  

Opera (fluorescent looking pink!)   
  

Burnt Siena  
Raw Umber 
Paynes Grey 
  

If you selected the 12 tube set earlier that’s fine! You can always add more colors!  

(2) watercolor palette  
https://www.jerrysartarama.com/robert-e-wood-palette-13406 

(3) roll of paper towels 
(4) block of Arches 140 weight cold pressed  
    8” x 10” or larger size if you prefer! 
(5) number 7 (mimic sable)  watercolor brush 
     Buy Kolinsky pure sable if you want to invest in great brushes!  Add cheap make up 
brushes like a blusher for fun!! 
(6) masking tape roll (beige toned not blue!!) 
(7) 18” x 24” foam core board (or two) the Dollar Stores carry these sheets  
(8) saran wrap (not needed for several weeks!) 
(9) two or three single sheets at least 18” x 24”  - large size !! For third week lesson 
(10) one or two jars for water - recycled jam jars are great - squat and slightly wide 
mouthed 
(11) travel easel  - not essential but nice to hold your stuff!  There are great deals on 
travel easels now. I just bought one for my last granddaughter & a new easel for me!  
(12) straight edge or measurer  
(13) kneadable eraser, sharp pencil & sharpener  

If you are not buying travel easel, use or buy a dedicated waterproof bag (preferably on 
wheels! ) mostly we will paint on a table or flat surface  

Before first week, squeeze most if not all of each tube of paint into palette squares - in 
order of color wheel, save spaces for more blues or greens ! 

https://www.jerrysartarama.com/robert-e-wood-palette-13406

